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1951 Law is a rule of conduct enacted by competent authority for the sake of the common
good. The moral law presupposes the rational order, established among creatures for their
good and to serve their final end, by the power, wisdom, and goodness of the Creator. All
law finds its first and ultimate truth in the eternal law. Law is declared and established by
reason as a participation in the providence of the living God, Creator and Redeemer of all.
"Such an ordinance of reason is what one calls law."2
Alone among all animate beings, man can boast of having been counted worthy to
receive a law from God: as an animal endowed with reason, capable of
understanding and discernment, he is to govern his conduct by using his freedom
and reason, in obedience to the One who has entrusted everything to him.3
1954 Man participates in the wisdom and goodness of the Creator who gives him mastery
over his acts and the ability to govern himself with a view to the true and the good. The
natural law expresses the original moral sense which enables man to discern by reason the
good and the evil, the truth and the lie:
The natural law is written and engraved in the soul of each and every man, because
it is human reason ordaining him to do good and forbidding him to sin . . . But this
command of human reason would not have the force of law if it were not the voice
and interpreter of a higher reason to which our spirit and our freedom must be
submitted.5
1955 The "divine and natural" law6 shows man the way to follow so as to practice the good
and attain his end. The natural law states the first and essential precepts which govern the
moral life. It hinges upon the desire for God and submission to him, who is the source and
judge of all that is good, as well as upon the sense that the other is one's equal. Its principal
precepts are expressed in the Decalogue. This law is called "natural," not in reference to the
nature of irrational beings, but because reason which decrees it properly belongs to human
nature:
Where then are these rules written, if not in the book of that light we call the truth?
In it is written every just law; from it the law passes into the heart of the man who
does justice, not that it migrates into it, but that it places its imprint on it, like a seal
on a ring that passes onto wax, without leaving the ring.7 The natural law is nothing

other than the light of understanding placed in us by God; through it we know what
we must do and what we must avoid. God has given this light or law at the creation.8
1956 The natural law, present in the heart of each man and established by reason, is
universal in its precepts and its authority extends to all men. It expresses the dignity of the
person and determines the basis for his fundamental rights and duties:
For there is a true law: right reason. It is in conformity with nature, is diffused
among all men, and is immutable and eternal; its orders summon to duty; its
prohibitions turn away from offense . . . . To replace it with a contrary law is a
sacrilege; failure to apply even one of its provisions is forbidden; no one can
abrogate it entirely.9
1957 Application of the natural law varies greatly; it can demand reflection that takes
account of various conditions of life according to places, times, and circumstances.
Nevertheless, in the diversity of cultures, the natural law remains as a rule that binds men
among themselves and imposes on them, beyond the inevitable differences, common
principles.
1958 The natural law is immutable and permanent throughout the variations of
history;10 it subsists under the flux of ideas and customs and supports their progress. The
rules that express it remain substantially valid. Even when it is rejected in its very
principles, it cannot be destroyed or removed from the heart of man. It always rises again
in the life of individuals and societies:
Theft is surely punished by your law, O Lord, and by the law that is written in the
human heart, the law that iniquity itself does not efface.11
1959 The natural law, the Creator's very good work, provides the solid foundation on
which man can build the structure of moral rules to guide his choices. It also provides the
indispensable moral foundation for building the human community. Finally, it provides the
necessary basis for the civil law with which it is connected, whether by a reflection that
draws conclusions from its principles, or by additions of a positive and juridical nature.
1960 The precepts of natural law are not perceived by everyone clearly and immediately.
In the present situation sinful man needs grace and revelation so moral and religious truths
may be known "by everyone with facility, with firm certainty and with no admixture of
error."12 The natural law provides revealed law and grace with a foundation prepared by
God and in accordance with the work of the Spirit.
1962 The Old Law is the first stage of revealed Law. Its moral prescriptions are summed up
in the Ten Commandments. The precepts of the Decalogue lay the foundations for the
vocation of man fashioned in the image of God; they prohibit what is contrary to the love of
God and neighbor and prescribe what is essential to it. The Decalogue is a light offered to
the conscience of every man to make God's call and ways known to him and to protect him
against evil:

God wrote on the tables of the Law what men did not read in their hearts.13
1963 According to Christian tradition, the Law is holy, spiritual, and good,14 yet still
imperfect. Like a tutor15 it shows what must be done, but does not of itself give the
strength, the grace of the Spirit, to fulfill it. Because of sin, which it cannot remove, it
remains a law of bondage. According to St. Paul, its special function is to denounce
and disclose sin, which constitutes a "law of concupiscence" in the human heart.16 However,
the Law remains the first stage on the way to the kingdom. It prepares and disposes the
chosen people and each Christian for conversion and faith in the Savior God. It provides a
teaching which endures for ever, like the Word of God.
1964 The Old Law is a preparation for the Gospel. "The Law is a pedagogy and a prophecy
of things to come."17 It prophesies and presages the work of liberation from sin which will
be fulfilled in Christ: it provides the New Testament with images, "types," and symbols for
expressing the life according to the Spirit. Finally, the Law is completed by the teaching of
the sapiential books and the prophets which set its course toward the New Covenant and
the Kingdom of heaven.
There were . . . under the regimen of the Old Covenant, people who possessed the
charity and grace of the Holy Spirit and longed above all for the spiritual and eternal
promises by which they were associated with the New Law. Conversely, there exist
carnal men under the New Covenant still distanced from the perfection of the New
Law: the fear of punishment and certain temporal promises have been necessary,
even under the New Covenant, to incite them to virtuous works. In any case, even
though the Old Law prescribed charity, it did not give the Holy Spirit, through whom
"God's charity has been poured into our hearts."18
1965 The New Law or the Law of the Gospel is the perfection here on earth of the divine
law, natural and revealed. It is the work of Christ and is expressed particularly in the
Sermon on the Mount. It is also the work of the Holy Spirit and through him it becomes the
interior law of charity: "I will establish a New Covenant with the house of Israel. . . . I will
put my laws into their hands, and write them on their hearts, and I will be their God, and
they shall be my people."19
1966 The New Law is the grace of the Holy Spirit given to the faithful through faith in
Christ. It works through charity; it uses the Sermon on the Mount to teach us what must be
done and makes use of the sacraments to give us the grace to do it:
If anyone should meditate with devotion and perspicacity on the sermon our Lord
gave on the mount, as we read in the Gospel of Saint Matthew, he will doubtless find
there . . . the perfect way of the Christian life. . . . This sermon contains . . . all the
precepts needed to shape one's life.20
1967 The Law of the Gospel "fulfills," refines, surpasses, and leads the Old Law to its
perfection.21 In the Beatitudes, the New Law fulfills the divine promises by elevating and
orienting them toward the "kingdom of heaven." It is addressed to those open to accepting

this new hope with faith - the poor, the humble, the afflicted, the pure of heart, those
persecuted on account of Christ and so marks out the surprising ways of the Kingdom.
1968 The Law of the Gospel fulfills the commandments of the Law. The Lord's Sermon on
the Mount, far from abolishing or devaluing the moral prescriptions of the Old Law,
releases their hidden potential and has new demands arise from them: it reveals their
entire divine and human truth. It does not add new external precepts, but proceeds to
reform the heart, the root of human acts, where man chooses between the pure and the
impure,22 where faith, hope, and charity are formed and with them the other virtues. The
Gospel thus brings the Law to its fullness through imitation of the perfection of the
heavenly Father, through forgiveness of enemies and prayer for persecutors, in emulation
of the divine generosity.23
1730 God created man a rational being, conferring on him the dignity of a person who can
initiate and control his own actions. "God willed that man should be 'left in the hand of his
own counsel,' so that he might of his own accord seek his Creator and freely attain his full
and blessed perfection by cleaving to him."26
Man is rational and therefore like God; he is created with free will and is master
over his acts.27
1731 Freedom is the power, rooted in reason and will, to act or not to act, to do this or that,
and so to perform deliberate actions on one's own responsibility. By free will one shapes
one's own life. Human freedom is a force for growth and maturity in truth and goodness; it
attains its perfection when directed toward God, our beatitude.
1732 As long as freedom has not bound itself definitively to its ultimate good which is God,
there is the possibility of choosing between good and evil, and thus of growing in perfection
or of failing and sinning. This freedom characterizes properly human acts. It is the basis of
praise or blame, merit or reproach.
1733 The more one does what is good, the freer one becomes. There is no true freedom
except in the service of what is good and just. The choice to disobey and do evil is an abuse
of freedom and leads to "the slavery of sin."28
1739 Freedom and sin. Man's freedom is limited and fallible. In fact, man failed. He freely
sinned. By refusing God's plan of love, he deceived himself and became a slave to sin. This
first alienation engendered a multitude of others. From its outset, human history attests the
wretchedness and oppression born of the human heart in consequence of the abuse of
freedom.
1740 Threats to freedom. The exercise of freedom does not imply a right to say or do
everything. It is false to maintain that man, "the subject of this freedom," is "an individual
who is fully self-sufficient and whose finality is the satisfaction of his own interests in the
enjoyment of earthly goods."33 Moreover, the economic, social, political, and cultural
conditions that are needed for a just exercise of freedom are too often disregarded or

violated. Such situations of blindness and injustice injure the moral life and involve the
strong as well as the weak in the temptation to sin against charity. By deviating from the
moral law man violates his own freedom, becomes imprisoned within himself, disrupts
neighborly fellowship, and rebels against divine truth.
1749 Freedom makes man a moral subject. When he acts deliberately, man is, so to speak,
the father of his acts. Human acts, that is, acts that are freely chosen in consequence of a
judgment of conscience, can be morally evaluated. They are either good or evil.
1807 Justice is the moral virtue that consists in the constant and firm will to give their due
to God and neighbor. Justice toward God is called the "virtue of religion." Justice toward
men disposes one to respect the rights of each and to establish in human relationships the
harmony that promotes equity with regard to persons and to the common good. the just
man, often mentioned in the Sacred Scriptures, is distinguished by habitual right thinking
and the uprightness of his conduct toward his neighbor. "You shall not be partial to the
poor or defer to the great, but in righteousness shall you judge your neighbor."68 "Masters,
treat your slaves justly and fairly, knowing that you also have a Master in heaven."69
210 After Israel's sin, when the people had turned away from God to worship the golden
calf, God hears Moses' prayer of intercession and agrees to walk in the midst of an
unfaithful people, thus demonstrating his love.18 When Moses asks to see his glory, God
responds "I will make all my goodness pass before you, and will proclaim before you my
name 'the LORD' [YHWH]."19 Then the LORD passes before Moses and proclaims, "YHWH,
YHWH, a God merciful and gracious, slow to anger, and abounding in steadfast love and
faithfulness"; Moses then confesses that the LORD is a forgiving God.20
211 The divine name, "I Am" or "He Is", expresses God's faithfulness: despite the
faithlessness of men's sin and the punishment it deserves, he keeps "steadfast love for
thousands".21 By going so far as to give up his own Son for us, God reveals that he is "rich in
mercy".22 By giving his life to free us from sin, Jesus reveals that he himself bears the divine
name: "When you have lifted up the Son of man, then you will realize that "I AM"."23
270 God is the Father Almighty, whose fatherhood and power shed light on one another:
God reveals his fatherly omnipotence by the way he takes care of our needs; by the filial
adoption that he gives us ("I will be a father to you, and you shall be my sons and
daughters, says the Lord Almighty"):109 finally by his infinite mercy, for he displays his
power at its height by freely forgiving sins.
271 God's almighty power is in no way arbitrary: "In God, power, essence, will, intellect,
wisdom, and justice are all identical. Nothing therefore can be in God's power which could
not be in his just will or his wise intellect."110
545 Jesus invites sinners to the table of the kingdom: "I came not to call the righteous, but
sinners."258 He invites them to that conversion without which one cannot enter the
kingdom, but shows them in word and deed his Father's boundless mercy for them and the

vast "joy in heaven over one sinner who repents".259 The supreme proof of his love will be
the sacrifice of his own life "for the forgiveness of sins".260
589 Jesus gave scandal above all when he identified his merciful conduct toward sinners
with God's own attitude toward them.367 He went so far as to hint that by sharing the table
of sinners he was admitting them to the messianic banquet.368 But it was most especially by
forgiving sins that Jesus placed the religious authorities of Israel on the horns of a dilemma.
Were they not entitled to demand in consternation, "Who can forgive sins but God
alone?"369 By forgiving sins Jesus either is blaspheming as a man who made himself God's
equal, or is speaking the truth and his person really does make present and reveal God's
name.370
1439 The process of conversion and repentance was described by Jesus in the parable of the
prodigal son, the center of which is the merciful father:37 the fascination of illusory
freedom, the abandonment of the father's house; the extreme misery in which the son finds
himself after squandering his fortune; his deep humiliation at finding himself obliged to
feed swine, and still worse, at wanting to feed on the husks the pigs ate; his reflection on all
he has lost; his repentance and decision to declare himself guilty before his father; the
journey back; the father's generous welcome; the father's joy - all these are characteristic of
the process of conversion. The beautiful robe, the ring, and the festive banquet are symbols
of that new life - pure worthy, and joyful - of anyone who returns to God and to the bosom
of his family, which is the Church. Only the heart Of Christ Who knows the depths of his
Father's love could reveal to us the abyss of his mercy in so simple and beautiful a way.
1847 "God created us without us: but he did not will to save us without us."116 To receive
his mercy, we must admit our faults. "If we say we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and
the truth is not in us. If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just, and will forgive our sins
and cleanse us from all unrighteousness."117
1928 Society ensures social justice when it provides the conditions that allow associations
or individuals to obtain what is their due, according to their nature and their vocation.
Social justice is linked to the common good and the exercise of authority.
1929 Social justice can be obtained only in respecting the transcendent dignity of man. The
person represents the ultimate end of society, which is ordered to him:
What is at stake is the dignity of the human person, whose defense and promotion
have been entrusted to us by the Creator, and to whom the men and women at every
moment of history are strictly and responsibly in debt.35
1930 Respect for the human person entails respect for the rights that flow from his dignity
as a creature. These rights are prior to society and must be recognized by it. They are the
basis of the moral legitimacy of every authority: by flouting them, or refusing to recognize
them in its positive legislation, a society undermines its own moral legitimacy.36 If it does
not respect them, authority can rely only on force or violence to obtain obedience from its

subjects. It is the Church's role to remind men of good will of these rights and to distinguish
them from unwarranted or false claims.

